
What are inclusive and socially just approaches to music education and how might we 
promote them in our music teaching and leading? 
 

 We suffer from hyperbole in music education – without thinking enough. We should focus 
more on what young people want. 

 Often have people with clear musical ‘identity’ 

 How in your practice you might promote relational social justice – accommodating what 
young people bring.  

 We impose a Western aesthetic. 

 Musical objects to be realised or created. For many young people music = something you do 
– ‘thing rather than activity’. 

 Issues re: challenging circumstances – created by a perception of what music is. 

 Is that part of delivery? – an orchestra going into schools – growing shift from Western 
music in schools, e.g. Ark Western = one fraction of what they do. 

 Are Western values still underneath? 

 How would children feel about how we talk about them; the rhetoric. Is it up to us to 
challenge this ‘poor young children’? 

 Many of us (people in choirs, for example) are deeply insecure – some of those young 
people in challenging circumstances are deeply resilient. 

 The way we talk about communities and families – the issue with El Sistema (Gary Spruce) 
and the rhetoric of providing music to disadvantaged communities – equates economic 
deprivation with cultural deprivation. 

 Argument around folk music – Cecil Sharp House represents a living oral tradition which was 
written down – why are we still doing notation now? – this rhetoric is creeping back into 
Ofsted. 

 Question – is the problem any different for young people in challenging circumstances than 
other young people? – 50% of young people identify as musicians and don’t participate in 
formal music making. 

 Music – the intervention, doing things. 

 The point is not to create musicians – lots have never played music before. 

 Are we talking about intervention – personal progress, or talking about progression as 
central aim for a project. 

 Inclusive – wider opps = not central so the infrastructure is not there.  

 Dumbing down. 

 If we see ourselves as marginalized is there a danger to downplaying the rhetoric. 

 Demeaning to people re: music improving writing and reading. 

 There is a take-up of music in KS4. 

 We don’t see musicians as artists – folk musicians = where do you go? 

 At school most people are doing music = classical music – grime musicians are left out. 

 You don’t have to be a great musician to make a great piece of music whereas art already 
gets that. 

 Why should they want to do it through formal music? 

 ‘Hard to reach’ children would like to stay hard to reach. 

 Platform – provide a place to rap? – you don’t have to learn in the same way. 

 Access to space and people. 

 Ego/agenda – leave it at the door. 

 Musical identity, how is it formed – choice comes through – access as much as possible. 

 Range – different language and literature. 

 What young people already know – how to enable young people to develop what they want 
through broadest access – how to make choices themselves. 



 Needs to be an option of not to reach. 

 What are challenging circumstances? Do they really exist? 
o Fairbeats! works with some families living in one room who are destitute, 

‘homeless’, reliant on food parcels, etc. Catherine Carter (CC) did not consider these 
to be ‘legitimate challenging circumstances’. 

o It was suggested that music might still take place in these ‘rooms’ 
o CC felt it was unlikely – from her experience – with many parents being 

depressed/traumatised 
o The group clarified that it is crucial to be clear about which people are genuinely in 

challenging circumstances – not to categorise all and to recognize that musical 
identities may already exist and to ‘meet the participant where they are’ 

o One person mentioned it was also important not to limit people by just exposing 
them to what they already know – breadth of experience/opportunity is very 
important. 

 
 


